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Introduction
A tangible item that people want or own is referred to as "good."
Despite the fact that services are not a concrete or physical
item, users seek them out. A service can often be provided
from a distance. The terms "products" and "services" refer to
the goods and services that people purchase and consume.

delivered cannot. Goods are not always material and can
be virtual, for example, a book can be printed or read on a
computer [4].
The service-goods continuum is a key idea in marketing
theory that "allows marketers to see the relative goods/services
composition of total products."

It's normal for products and services to collaborate. When a
consumer buys gasoline for their car, they must also pay for the
gasoline's processing and transportation. In this case, the good
is gasoline, and the services are processing and transportation.

In a broader sense, service refers to the appropriateness of
assistance and support supplied to a customer as judged by the
quality of customer service. This is a common occurrence in
the retail industry.

Normal good: When it comes to regular goods, as an
individual's income rises, so does his or her desire for and
consumption of such things. A regular good, such as a sports
automobile, is an example of a luxury item. When a person's
income rises, they might consider upgrading to a sports
automobile. In addition, the purchase of a sports car may raise
their demand for premium fuel [1].

Service-commodity goods continuum

Inferior good: As a person's money rises, so does his or
her desire for and consumption of a lesser good. Consider
a household who heats their home only with wood or other
biofuels. As the family's income improves, the family may
decide to invest in a natural gas furnace, reducing the need for
biofuels. Biofuel is an inferior good in this scenario [2].

Service-goods continuum
Consumables are divided into services as a convenience; these
are not separate categories. Most business theorists perceive
a continuum that starts with pure service and ends with pure
tangible commodity items. The majority of products fall
somewhere in between these two extremes. A restaurant, for
example, delivers a physical good (cooked food) as well as
services such as ambience, table setup and clearing, and so on.
Although some utilities, such as energy and communications
service providers, are solely service providers, others, such as
water utilities, offer tangible items. In the European Union,
power supply is classified as a good rather than a service
for public sector contracting reasons, however in the United
States, it is classified as a service under federal procurement
standards [3].
Goods are usually structural and may be transferred
immediately, whereas services are provided over time. A
product can be returned, but a service that has already been

The difference between a good and a service is still debatable. In
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the emphasis
was on wealth creation and possession. Goods, according to
classical economists, are objects of value over which ownership
rights can be established and transferred. Ownership meant
having physical possession of an object that had been obtained
from the producer or previous owner by purchase, barter, or
gift and was legally identified as the present owner's property.
The Wealth of Nations, Adam Smith's famous book released in
1776, distinguished between the outputs of "productive" and
"unproductive" labour. He claimed that the former generated
commodities that could be preserved after manufacture and
later swapped for money or other valuables. Regardless of
how beneficial or required, the latter produced services that
expired during production and hence did not contribute to
wealth [5].
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